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extreae aodes generally coexist and partially contribute to

the total angular aoaentua. At very high spins, the

aacroscopic centrifugal forces say eventually overcome the

shell effects. The nuclear systea would, then, assume

oblate shapes and organise angular aonentua by particle

alignaent. Study of the high spin beha<;dor of nuclei will,

therefore, provide valuable insight into the question of the

interplay between collective and single-particle degrees of

freedom in nuclear systems.

Theoretical aodels which calculate the total energy as

the sum of a nicroscopic (shell) energy and a aacroscopic

(rot&ting liquid drop) term have predicted a rich pattern of

shape transition as a function of both angular aomentum and
2

particle number. Increasing the angular aomentum, for
example, results in a broad spectrum of shape changes which

include an evolution from prolate to triaxial and possibly

oblate shapes in deformed rare-earth nuclei, or a transition

from weakly oblate to superdeforaed shapes in the neutron-

deficient rare-earth systems.

Rare-earth nuclei vith neutron nunbers 82 i- N $. 90 are

best suited for the study of these shape transitions.

First, the limiting angular momentum (i.e., the largest

angular momentum that a nucleus can accommodate) reaches its

peak value in this region. Secondly, because of the availa-

bility of the appropriate beam-target combinations, it is

possible to attain and study these large Uniting angular

aoaenta through heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions.

Thirdly, since these nuclei are situated in the vicinity of

the nearly doubly aagic Gd "core", one encounters a

variety of shapes, ranging froa nearly spherical (H < 86)

to well-deformed prolate shapes (N £ 90).
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Bengtsson jt, al» have recently studied the question of

the interplay between rotation and deformation and have

proposed empirical phase diagram for nuclei with A * 150

(Flf. 1). As expected, these diagrams show a rich pattern

of shape transitions* Overall, neutron number N - 87 ***&*

to constitute a border between collective and noncollectiv*.

rotation at low spins. Therefore, in this presentation we

shall examine the N « 87 systems at high spins in order to

study the critical angular momenta and their associated

phase transitions.

For the aost part, we shall limit ourselves to the

study of the systeoatics of the transition energies. The

data discussed here include: (a) N » 84 isotones Gd

(Ref. 5), 150Dy (Ref. 6), 1S2Er (Ref. 7); (b) H - 86

isotones 1S0Cd (Ref. 8), 152Dy (Ref. 9), 15<*Er (Ref. 10),
1S6Yb (Ref. 11); (c) N - 87 isotopes 1S3By (Ref. 12), lS**Ho

(Ref. 13), 155Er (Ref. 14), 157Yb (Ref. 15); (d) N - 88

isotones 1S<lDy (Ref. 16), 156Er (Ref. 17), and 158Yb

(Ref. 18). Unfortunately, at present we are unable to

examine the systematic* of the transition rates, which are

even more relevant to ths question of collectivity, due to

the lack of a vide-ranging set of data.

Since changes in the mode of generation of angular

momentum would conduce changes in the excitation energies,

phase transitions will reveal theaselves in the plots of

dE/dl - E~ vs. spin, I. In the following, ve shall develop

an association between observed transition energies and

nuclear excitation nodes. Figure 2 shows schematic E -I

patterns for three ideal cases, naaely collective rotations,

vibrations, and single-particle excitations* Ideally, with

increasing spin, the transition energies increase linearly
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Figure 1. Phase Diagrams, obtained from experinental

quantities for even Gd and Dy isotopes.£Be81]

for a gooL rotor and remain constant for a vibrator.

However, occasional discontinuities in the yrast spectra

(band crossings) result in dips in the Ey-I plots of rotors

and vibrators, as indicated in thin figure. In the case of

noncollective rotations around the axis of symmetry (Fig. 2,

top panel), the Ey-I plots manifest an oscillatory pattern,

due to the single-particle nature of the excitations. The

negative slopes result from the fact that the transition
2

energies decrease with spin for a shell aodel (J ) multiple!.

Therefore, the optimal states (maximally aligned (configura-

tions) give rise to minima in this picture. The maxima, on

the other hand, signal a change in the seniority (break up

of an additional nudeon pair). Despite the irregularity of

these transitions, the average transition energies, however,

may be approximated by Ey « A + BI relationship, where

B « A. (That is, on c!te average, it looks more like a

vibrator than a rotor.) The second term of this expression

is due to the fact that, as the nucleus attains higher
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Fig* 2. Schematic illustrations of the potential
energy surfaces, decay scheaes, and E -I plots for
3 modes of nuclear excitations.

angular coaentus, it gradually depletes the pool of

available high-j orbital*. Therefore, generation of higher

angular somentua states becooes energetically aoxe costly.

Eventually,.at very high spins, the linear, BI, cosponent

cay bticooe equal to or exceed the constant tens in the

E • A + BI expression, resulting in an average rotational

behavior. This is, of course, the behavior predicted by the

Fer&i-fas aodel of noninteractiag particles.

The K « 8* Isotones
The neutron deficient rare-earth nuclei, lying close to the

6Gd "core", manifest a shell sodel behavior. Figure 3
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Fig. 3. Systcmatics of
the *n«rsi»s cf the
quadrupole transitions s
deexciting even-spin- *
even parity states in
the H - 84 isotones.

shows the E ~I plot for the N - 84 isotones* The oseillc-

tory pattern is in good accerd with our expectations for an

cbl«te *ysteo effectively rotating around the syaaetry axis.
19From the theoretical calculations by D#ssing jet,£l*, the

quadrupole deformation parameter, e, is expected to be • 0.1

in the I *• 20 spin range. The asymmetry parameter, Y, is

+60.

The N - 85 Nucleus Gd

Similar deformation parameters (e * 0.1, j - 60*) may be

inferred for the N - 85 isotones. Figure 4 shows a recently

established decay scheme for Gd (Kef. 20). In many

aspects, this decay scheme resembles that of its isotone

Dy. The low-2ying states may be described in terms of

simple shell model configurations involving the three valence

neutrons, as indicated in the figure. The yrast states with

spins I* £ 27/2" are formed by coupling the low-lying

3-neutron configurations to a (irh 11/2)10+ P r o t o n pair.

Interestingly, both of the previously predicted optimal

states in this nucleus, namely {v£j/2 O *h 11/2)27/2""

Cvf7/2llS/2113/2 ® *** ll/2^9/2+ configurations, have been
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Figure 4. Decay scheae of the
1 Gd (Ref. 20). Neutron
configuration assignaents
are indicated for several
oultiplets lying below
the 49/2* isoaeric
state.

»*»«

observed to be isooeric. One noteworthy feature of the

decay scheme is occurrence of readily recognizable (vf 7 / 2 )

configurations up to spins as high as 45/2. Figure 5 coa-

pares the quadrupole transition energies within the vf 7/2)
2 1^9

aultiplet coupled to the (vi 1 3 / 2 « *h n/2)33/2
+ in <»d

and (vij3/2hg/2 9 nh 11/2)21" in **& with those connecting

the (0+, 2 +, 4 +, 6+) states in 1"*BGd. The renarkablelarity of the transition energies within these aultiplets

strongly suggest that weakly oblate shapes (e * 0*1) persist

up to high spins. This is further corroborated by the

similarity of the decay patterns of the states feeding the

I* • 27/2", 49/2+, and 27" optimal states in 1%7Gd, 1%9Cd,
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Fig. 5. Cooparison of segments of the decay schemes
In the Cd isotopes. Note the similarity of the
transition energies within the (vf j/2) sultiplet*.

and
150,

Gd, respectively. Theoretical calculations by
19

Dossing £t_£l.» elso predict sms.ll deformations for these

systems at these spins.

The N - 66 Isotones

The decay schemes of the 1S0Gd (Ref. 8), 152Dy (Sef. 9), and

ET (Kef. 10) isotoiies have been established up to very

high spins (I * 37) and excitation energies. Therefore,

their E -I plots, shown in Fig. 6, cover a large range of

angular sonentua. A particularly noteworthy feature of

these plots is that, for spins I £ 20, the oscillations have

daaped out considerably, thus resulting ia a seemingly

vibration*! pattern. Of course, an Increase in neutron
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masher entail* larger configuration mixing, which vill cause

•ewe dampening of the oscillations. However, additional

factors, namely the onset of collective notion in the fonr

of vibrations, nay be in part responsible for this quasi-

vit. etional pattern.

Figure 6. Systematics
of the energies of
the quadrupole tran- §
sitions in N - 86 ~»
isotones.

Above spin I * 20, the oscillatory pattern, charac-

teristic of shell model excitations, resumes again. (The

maximum angular momentum generated by the four valence

neutrons is, significantly, * 20-ft in this region.)

Re-emergence of simple shell -aodel configurations at high

spins, such as the 21~-to-27~ sequence in Gd, is not

surprising, since configuration mixing decreases with spic-

The E2 transition rates sre typically 5-10 W.U. for

I 1 20, and closer to single particle strength at higher
22

spins. It is, therefore, possible that a transition from

quasi-vibrations to noncollective rotations takes place at

I « 20 in K « 86 isotones. Regarding the potential energy

surfaces, one could make the following observations:

(1) these nuclei have shallow minima in the (e,"r) plane; and
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(ii) th* ainiaa are located «ns«Ajt eff tfc* ablate axis

(30* 1 Y ~ GO) for spin* I Z 20; and (ill) the minima move

to th* oblate axis at spin* I ~ 20.

Th* N » 87 Isotones

Tht rare-earth nuclei with 87 neutrons manifest the aost

pronounced transitional behavior in this region. At low

spins, their decay schemes show rotational bands similar to

those encountered in the heavier (N > 88) system*. However,

at higher spins (I ~ 20), a quasi-vibrational and/or irregu-

lar pattern, characteristic of the yrast pattern in the

lighter systems, sets in. Ve (the BNL group) have recently

undertaken a systematic study of the 1S**Ho (Ref. 13), 155Er

(Ref. 14) and 157Yb (Ref. 15) nuclei. Figures 7 and 8 show

our decay scheme for Ho and an E Y - I plot for the N - 87

isotones, respectively. The noteworthy features in Fig. S

are a& follows.

First, the odd-mas* systems show a rotational pattern

up to spins I ~ 20, which changes to a quasi-vibrational

pattern at higher spins.

Secondly, the odd-odd nucleus Ho behaves differently

at high spins. For spins I ~ 20, the sequence of levels

connected by both crossover E2 and stopover Ml transitions

is reminiscent of the rotational pattern in the heavier

odd-odd Ho-isotopes. However, it should be noted that the

small differences in the energies of the consecutive £2

transitions indicate that the rotational character of this

band is weak. At spins * 20 and higher, the transition

energies become Irregular and form cascade sequences which

are reminiscent of those generated in the aligned coupling

mode (i.e., effective rotation around the symmetry axis).

10
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Fig, 7. A partial decay
ccheae for transitions
feeding the high-spin
isomer (3.?, sin.) in

Ho. The gamma rays
connecting this level
scheme to the isooer
are not known.

15%
Qualitatively, the overall character of the Ho decay

scheme suggests that the potential energy surfaces in this

odd-odd nucleus are softer with respect to vvibrations, and

the crossover of the minima to the oblate (-y - +60") axis

tak»s place at lower spins compared to its odd-even isotones.

Recently, several investigators*'""" have pointed out

that in the transitional region, where the core potentials

are generally 7-soft, the polarization effects of the

rotation-aligned quasipartides play a very important role

in determining where the minima in the y-direction occur.

11
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Fig. 8. Systematic* of -<ooo
the energies of the \
quadrupole transitions "
in the K - 87 isotones. tee -

That is, whenever the prolate-oblate energy difference, Vp0,

i* snail, equilibrium Y-v*lue« « * significantly decided by

the driving forces of the quasipartides. These polari-

zation forces depend on several factors. Including the

specific orbitals involved, the Fenai level parameters, X,

and the rotational frequency, u. In general, the energy

minima of the quasipar tides move smoothly across the full

range of the -^-values with increasing X, varying froa

Y - +60* (rotation around the oblate symoetry axis) at the

beginning of the shell, to Y - -120" (rotation arouud the

prolate symaetry axis) at the end of the shell.

The above picture provides a very plausible and attrac-

tive explanation for the configuration- and u-^dependent

shape transitions observed in the N - 87 isotones. Eere,

the Feral level is positioned near the bottom of the ±\z/2

shell. Therefore, the i 1 3 / 2 quasipartides exert a strong

polarising force that shift the minima toward positive

Y-deformations. At higher rotational frequencies, not

12
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only this driving force becomes larger, but it nay be

significantly reinforced if the band character is changed to

a 3-quasipartide aligned configuration involving additional

hj/2 neutron orbitals. The observed phase transition from a

rotational band to a sequence of quasi-vibrational or

aligned single particle states at I c • 20 (tt«c « 0.35 MeV)

aay be due to such a band crossing.
15**The difference between the behavior of the Ho and

its isotones nay be nore subtle. The fact that the quadru-

pole transition energies change nore slowly (AEV « E T - E * 2

values are saaller) in Ho is suggestive of mailer V ,

and hence larger polarizability in this nucleus. Also, the

additional hjj/2 proton would no doubt exert an extra

polarization force, although it is not clear whether this

latter ractor will act to enhance or reduce the neutron

polarization force, itutfnuch as it is strongly dependent on

the position of the proton Fermi level.

The K«88 Isotones

Significant collectivity, as attested by the rotational

spectra and large transition rates, develops at neutron

number 88. The transition quadrupole noaents, Qt *

/(16»/5)B(E2)/(11 200 | I f0), attain typical values of « *

at low spins in these isotones. Although this is less

than the saturation value of Qt • 7 achieved in the heavier

systecs (N ~ 92) with the largest defornation, nevertheless

it corresponds to a large collectivity. Siailarly, the near

yrast states in the N - 88 isotones fora distinct rotational

bands, with the first backbending occuring at spins 1 * 1 *

(Fig. 9 ) .

13
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Theoretical calculations predict moderate prolate

deformations (c « 0.2)27 and prolate-oblate energy dlfferen-
c€* <vpo " "0>* ^ ' J R« f • 2 5) «c I w spins. (In comparison,

the prolate-oblate differences for the N - 90 isotones are

typically V ^ « -1.5 MeV.) Therefore, the transitional

behavior of the K * 88 isotones is expected to be inter-

mediate between those of the N - 87 and N • 90 system*.

This expectation is well born out by the data. Vhile the

N • 87 isotones lose much of their collectivity in the

neighborhood of the frequencies where quasi-partide align-

ment becomes favorable, the N - 88 isotones retain their

collective mode even after the first band crossing.

However, there exist observable differences between the

H • 88 Isotones and the strongly-defomed systeas after the

first backbending. Here, the aooent of inertia remains

nearly constant ( 1 SV, 1 S*Er), or even increases in the

case of Yb (Fig. 9), in contrast to the decreasing pat-

tern observed in the more neutron-rich systeas. These

U
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difference* say be taken as prelude* to yet greater devia-

tions, which set in at higher spins and in the neighborhood

of the second irregularity. For example, vhile the tran-

sition energies resume their regular rotational pattern

after the second band crossing in the more deformed systeas

(esg., in
 15flEr, Ref. 28), they exhibit a vibratlonal ten-

dency (e.g., in 1S8Yb at 1 - 26-32) or an irregular pattern

(e.g., 1S*By and 158Yb at I ̂  32), as shown in Fig. 10.

Again, the Irregular character of the transition energies

nay be taken as a signature for noncollective rotations

around the oblate symmetry axis. In a recent study of the

continuum Y rays in Tb, JXXskelXinen_et_jl»*' have disco-

vered a dipole (presumably Ml) component (Ey * 600 keV)

which gradually develops at spins I -C 30. One possible

interpretation is that these transitions correspond to the

Ml Y rays that interconnect.odd- and even-spin nulti-quasi-

particle bands near their band terminations, where { defor-

mations approach +60", and hence E2 inzraband transitions

have lost much of their collectivity.

Regarding the neutron-cumber dependence of the shape

effects, compared to the N - 87 isotones, the transition

from prolate to oblate shapes take place more slowly in the

N * 88 isotones and is not complete until nulti-quasiparticle

aligned configurations become yrast (the second irregularity).

This difference may be qualitatively explained as follows.

With increasing neutron number: (a) the potentials become

more rij '.& (larger V p o ) , and hence nuclear polarizability

is diminished, and (b) the neutron Fermi surface rises,

resulting in a polarization force that is less effective in

inducing large positive Y deformations. The combined

effects of these two factors are not compensated for until

15
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Fig. 10. Syitern*tics
of the energies of
quadrupole transition*
in th« K - 88 isotones.

the attainnent of such spins and frequencies at which

nucleus can benefit from both the increased driving force

of the individual quasipartides, as veil as the alignment

of store quasipartides. Similar arguments suggest that,

in the core neutron-rich systems, large positive y defor-

mation* should not be expected until yet higher spins and

frequencies.

Another interesting question is the Z-dependence of

the shape transition. Comparing ^"eff for Dy and Yb

in Fig. 9, we notice that Yb exhibits a stronger transi-

tional behavior (upward sloping of *?eff after the first

backbending; starting of the second irregularity at l c *

2A vs. 28; "pileup" of Y tays above I - 24). Interestingly,

this tendency is nicely reproduced in cracked modified

oscillator calculations of the potential energy surfaces,'

which show that potentials are softer vith respect to

T-vibrations, and transition to ablate shapes take place

at lower spins in Yb, compared to Dy.

27

16
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SUMMARY

We have investigated the question of the coapetltion between

collective and noncollactive nodes of excitation as a func-

tion of spin in the light rare-earth nuclei. The sy«*tcaatics

of the energies of the E2 Y rays that deexcite the near yrast

cascades, along with the available data on the transition

rates, were used to characterize the excitation nodes. The

results nay be suaoarized as follows:

' (1) The E2 Y ray energies oscillate with spin in nuclei with

N < 85. This indicates dominance of single-particle

excitation and noncollective rotation around the oblate

sya&etry axis.

(2) The E2 Y ray energies reaain nearly constant at spins

I £ 20 in N « 86 isotones and start to oscillate for

higher spins. This change suggests a soft triaxial-to-

oblate transition at Ic * 20.

(3) The N - 87 isotones exhibit weak rotational bands which

extend up to w * 0.35 MeV and I * 20. Above these spins

acu frequencies the Y ray enegles follow « quasi-

vibration&l and/or single-particle excitation pattern

that suggest a change frosa weakly prolate shapes at

low spins, to soft triaxial shapes and increasing

Y"defornations at high spins.

(4) The Y r*y energies fora manifestly rotational bands up

to I * 24 in the K « 88 isotones, indicating onset of

significant collectivity. Rwevei, isaedlately after

the first backbending, these nuclei show a noticeably

different behavior froa the strongly deforced nuclei,

which eventually culminate in a quasi-vibrational node
158

In % < t spins I * 24-32, and particle aligned

excitation node at spins £ £ 32 in Dy *od *b.

17
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This suggests transition from: (a) prolate to Y-soft

triaxial shapes at spins I * 24; and (b) triaxial-to-

oblate shapes at I c ~ 32.

The above transitional behaviors may be qualitatively

explained in terns of recent suggestions that alignoent of

high-j orbitals result in a strong Y-deforaation inducing

force. Theoretically, it would be extremely interesting to

test these ideas by carrying out fully self-consistent

calculations of energies asd deformations. Experimentally,

neasurements of the transition rates over a broad spin range

in the N * 87 nuclei are seeded to further verify the above

patterns of excitation nodes ani phase transitions.
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